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Summary: A combinational machine capable of III-V epitaxial deposition whilst performing 
Scanning Tunnelling Microscopy (STM) is discussed herein. Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) 
deposition “under the tip” heralds a new world of discovery in the field of III-V epitaxial 
growth. What is fashionably referred to as in vivo STM offers the potential to observe a 
medley of speculated transitions that until now have been glimpsed frozen in time. Focusing 
firstly on  GaAs-(001) substrates: reconstruction transformations, monolayer steps sweeping 
across the growth surface and the evolutions that occur during heteroepitaxial InAs deposition 
through wetting layer formation and quantum dot (QD) growth can potentially be observed in 
real time on the atomic scale. To this end, an overview of the machine is undertaken, detailing 
the crucial composition of the MBSTM chamber. Key aspects related to tip preparation, 
temperature regulation and deposition inception are detailed providing a picture of the future 
of III-V epitaxial research. 
 
 

1 Introduction 
 
Integrating molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM)  into a 
closed system [1] has been extensively used to investigate semiconductor surfaces. So called in 
situ (or in vacuo) MBE-STM observations cannot be quoted to reflect as-grown surfaces as a result 
of the unknown effects of rapid thermal quenching to room temperature necessary before imaging.  
 Integrating an MBE growth module into an existing STM chamber (MBSTM) or similarly 
integrating an STM unit into an MBE chamber (STMBE) has recently been achieved for group IV 
[2] and III-V [3] semiconductors 
 Temperature control is crucial to MBE operation [4], similarly the condition of the 
STM tip is paramount to STM operation [5]. These two fundamental issues are 
compounded by molecular source control issues and protection of the STM unit. The 
culmination of these issues is discussed herein and hence the requirements for operation of 
an MBSTM system.  

2 Experimental 
 
The MBSTM chamber discussed herein is the Omicron VT SPM shown in Fig. 1.The 
chambers require careful design to ensure elimination of contamination of the electronics 
due to deposition fluxes [6]. Specifically shielding of the piezoelectric drive is paramount 
(Fig. 2). 
 Further contamination of the STM tip adversely effects image quality. Deposition onto the tip 
implies a degree of the sample is shaded by the tip, which has a typical radius of curvature of tens 
of nm. The presence of As deficient structures would strongly suggest such an occurrence [6]. The 
absence of such domains implies that the diffusion length of As is sufficiently large to compensate 
for the shading. 



 
Fig. 1. Image and Schematic of MBSTM and components 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 

 
Fig. 2. STM head and piezo shielding 

 
 
Sample heating is performed directly by passing a current through the sample. Heating of any 
order generates thermal drift. Samples must be left to stabilize for an hour at a given heating 
current in order to minimize drift. Any residual drift can henceforth be corrected automatically via 
software correction tools.  
 Group IV MBSTM work is simplified with respect to III-V, as an overpressure of the group IV 
element is not necessary to stabilize the growth surface. Hence the sheer volume of atoms and 
molecules in the chamber for a given growth rate is higher for III-V MBE. The ability to resolve 
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atomically during As-overpressure is severely limited [3, 6] and has not been successfully 
attempted during growth.  

3 Source control 
 
Data acquisition for an STM image has two key length scales. A resolvable length scale of 10-10 m 
allows for reconstruction and alloying investigation where as 10-7 m suits island and step-terrace 
observations. Typical acquisition times for such images are approximately 600 - 900 seconds, 
though can be reduced depending on data collection calibrations and image quality. Low growth 
rate MBE (0.013 ML s-1 or 77 s ML-1) would clearly allow for only one tenth of an image per ML. 
Which can be extrapolated to almost half an image for the full 2D/S-K/coherent QD transition 
allowing 3 - 4 ML of growth. 
 Thus far III-V imaging has involved growth then scanning, using As to stabilize the surface for 
imaging [3, 6-8]. This has the clear disadvantage of a pseudo-post-growth anneal and cannot be 
report as-grown. Thus the (counter-) effects of quenching are still unresolved. Whilst growth at 
low temperatures (Ts = 350 °C) reduces annealing effects, neither ultra low growth rates nor low 
temperatures accurately reflect most of the InAs/GaAs growth conditions utilised in modern 
devices.  
 Thus the areas of contention and investigation are for InAs on GaAs are: 1) Growth and 
post-imaging at Ts = 400-520 °C, 2) Simultaneous growth and imaging with 100s interruptions, 
3) Simultaneous growth and imaging at low growth rate and Ts and 4) Modulation Enhanced 
Epitaxy. 
   

 
 

Fig. 3. STM cell configurations: a) binary InAs two (single sources) and 
b) InxGa1-xAs/GaAs (one single and one triple source) 

 
 
For S-K transition observations under binary InAs/GaAs the critical thickness of interest is 
between 1.4 and 1.8 ML for Ts = 350 to 520 °C respectively. Clearly the inclusion of InxGa1-

xAs/GaAs, with x ~ 0.25 would delineate a great critical thickness and hence “slow” the transition-
wise experiment and allow more detailed observation.  
 Two viable MBSTM configurations are shown in Fig. 3. The single sources have a maximum 
crucible capacity of 0.7 cc for As and 0.6 cc for In, where as the triple source only permits 0.28 cc 
crucibles. Hence for In, Ga and As deposition the single source would be utilised for As 
overpressure whereas two crucibles of the triple source contain Ga and a single crucible contains 
In. Operation of the triple source is more complicated due to the required coalescence of three 
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separate fluxes and the triple-control shutter mechanism, though pragmatically this and other 
growth modes are supported. 
 

4 Tip Preparation and Maintenance 
 
Electro-chemically etch tungsten tips are routinely employed for STM investigations [9, 10]. The 
fabrication procedure is a multipart process consisting of: etching, (optional) post-etch ex situ 
processing, in situ cleaning and maintenance. 
 The etching process itself is a widely employed but often poorly understood process. The 
concentration and type of solution, etching voltage, cut-off method and insertion depth and anode-
cathode interaction all hold bearing on the final tip shape. A lengthy discussion regarding 
optimisation is beyond the scope of this paper, though with careful control of these parameters 
short, sharp and symmetric tips with small radius of curvature can be generated at 80% success 
rate (Fig. 4a).  
 The main problem with etching is that an oxide is often left on the surface, as shown in the 
high resolution SEM image in Fig. 4b. FIB milling can both remove the oxide and be used to 
shape the apex of the tip (Fig. 4c) [11, 12]. Though the time scale for a single tip generated by this 
step is extensive and ultra-sharpened tips are quickly damaged by forces inherent to STM 
operation. Nevertheless these tips are essential for probing the shallow, narrow surface trenches 
evident on GaAs(001)-2×4 surfaces.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4. STM tip images a) post-etch optical magnification b) post-etch SEM image c) post-etch image after 

FIB cleaning d) higher magnification of c revealing apex shape modification 
 
 
In situ cleaning typically involves either heating (long system baking or rapid e-beam heating) or 
ion bombardment to remove the oxide. Once cleaned an STM tip has a finite lifetime, even in the 
absence of tip crashes, for operation in the presence of As4 causes build up on the tip apex. Low 
deposition rates can reduce the frequency of cleaning. Whilst the cleaning procedure itself 
involves scanning at relatively high current and voltages resulting in tip heating and field 
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desorption [6]. Without the ability for utilising this ad hoc cleaning method MBSTM would be a 
laborious task. 
 

5 Temperature Control 
 
Sample heating is performed by direct heating, whereby a current is passed into the sample via a 
pair of contact bars (with one side electrically isolated from the plate) (Fig. 5a). For lightly doped 
wafers, a sample bias correction must be applied to compensate for the voltage drop across the 
sample.  
 Temperatures have been monitored by placing a thermocouple in direct contact with the 
sample surface with the temperature verified by optical pyrometer (Fig. 6). This technique is 
limited both by the quality of the thermocouple contact and the estimation of the GaAs emissivity 
which alters with temperature. Temperatures nominally take an hour to stabilize and suffer from 
±5 °C drift as observed by thermocouple measurement. 
 

 
 
 

Fig. 5. Direct Heating plate a)exploded diagram and 
b) RHEED compatible alternative sample mounting 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 6: Direct Heating thermocouple response. 
Dashed line marks incipient glow power 
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Altering the DH plate to facilitate RHEED observations of the sample surface allows the 
reconstruction transition temperatures to be calibrated to known heating currents. Namely c(4×4) 
to (2×4) at ~480 °C  and (2×4) to (2×1) at ~580 °C for GaAs(001). Allowing further verification of 
sample temperature. However with the inability to utilise neither thermocouples nor RHEED in the 
MBSTM chamber, there is currently no method to verify the temperature during growth nor the 
extent of thermal gradients across the sample. This is an area of active research.  

6 Conclusion 
 
The operation of an MBSTM system capable of imaging during MBE growth has been discussed. 
The ability for ad hoc tip decontamination allows cleaning to be carried out quickly and 
efficiently, removing the necessity for laborious cleaning procedures during a growth run. 
Temperature control has limited accuracy and reproducibility outside the precise reconstruction 
transition temperatures. Whilst careful source operation is necessary to prevent damage to the 
STM unit, evidence of limited MBSTM operation offers a niche for further expansion. The further 
development of MBSTM for investigation of III-V MBE growth is thus both essential and 
realisable. 
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